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Key Takeaways
• Fiscal policy must be ‘de-risked’ through transparency and making tough choices that allow government to do fewer things better
• De-risking means finding a path to lower cost of borrowing and faster growth that ensures sustainably more spending is possible
• In the interim hard choices are needed aided by the private sector doing more (supported by flatter yield curve)

Now is not the time for
monetary and fiscal
adventurism

Terms of Trade
revenue shock
supports but
temporary – tough
choices still required

ZBB helpful but
doesn’t solve fact that
policy making can be
divorced from budget
constraint

Top-trimming budget is
harmful – need to be
doing less better:
Productivity focus

Business can take
heavy lifting in some
areas – especially
infrastructure

SARB isn’t and cannot
provide a ‘free lunch’

Business can help
government capacitate
for productivity
reviews and new ways
of implementation

Fiscal and monetary
policy steadiness is a
public good,
supporting recovery

Flatten the yield curve
to stop crowding out of
private lending

Need more
transparency in
expenditure reviews

Government must
publish cabinet-level
fiscal white paper with
cross-government
binding

Don’t load more risk
through additional
policy shifts (NHI, BIG
etc)

Eskom finance plan
urgently needed

Reinforce/accelerate
Operation Vulindlela
agenda

Boost spending on
Employment Tax
Incentive
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Budget Planning Dialogue:
Current context
Unsustainable path
Puts recovery at risk sooner or later
Hunt to fund right balance of growth, debt service costs and fiscal balance
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Macro backdrop is supportive but fragile
Shifts since last year’s MTEF have been substantial and positive – weathered the storm

• Size of the economy in 2020/21 was some 1.5% bigger than expected in February Budget
(2.8% bigger than expected at MTBPS) – has helped revenues
• Terms of Trade support – key export metals above budget forecast levels and generating
corporate tax and royalty tax receipts for Treasury (with 6m lag) – dominate coming year
• Cash balances at end 2020/21 were significantly better than expected thanks to Treasury
bond issuance levels not being cut fast enough
• Likely to be above target in 2021/22 again – by around ZAR75bn?
• Key policy choice and communications tool on what to do with ‘excess’ cash

Nominal GDP forecasts – ZAR bn
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Early
outperformance
fades?
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Budget 20
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• Third covid wave can be absorbed within existing fiscal contingency plus expected
mining receipts – space for social support
• Sentiment is fragile however and easily changed

Doesn’t catch up
with previous trend

6250

2020/21

2021/22
2022/23
Jun-20
Current Consensus

2023/24
2024/25
MTBPS 20

Cash held by Treasury (ZARbn)
400
300
200

Operation Vulindlela moving the
dial! Support, capacitate,
supercharge

100
0
2019/20 (acutal)
Budget target

2020/21 (acutal)
MTBPS target

2021/22 (forecast)
End year
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Hard fiscal choices still needed
Risks still abound and the current fiscal balance cannot be maintained forever:
• There is no additional profitability of corporate sector to tax at macro level
• Tax hikes will only serve to damage sentiment and raise little or even less overall
• Expenditure is not occurring correctly – too much in some areas, not enough in others
• Yet state lacks capacity for implementation and spending

Business welcomes:
• SARS recapacitation, re-establishment of large
business unit and lifestyle audit plans
• Will improve SARS efficiency, reduce base
erosion – however not a substitute for
business profitability driving tax revenues

• State capacity reforms will take a decade or more to bear fruit
• SOE bailouts are a feature for the whole MTEF but need to be minimised wherever possible
• Zero-based budgeting not occurring quickly enough – only NT and DPE this cycle, when are big departments?
• Doing ZBB within departments is very partial view – how can cabinet and society get a view of big
picture, cross-departmental trade-offs?

Inefficient
outcomes,
more blowback

Treasury
proposes
targeted cuts
and difficult
choices

Treasury
pushes down
top-slicing to
departments

Blocked by
Cabinet

• There is still no discussion of stopping programmes
• Stuck in dangerous ‘top trimming’ of all budgets when difficult choices are not made – cuts get
pushed down to ‘good’ programmes and to higher multiplier programmes too
• Public sector wage bill restraint and commitment to any public sector wage bill settlement being within fiscal
framework are positive

Stop top trimming budgets and
make touch choices – no free
lunch available

Business welcomes:
• Wider signal sent on tough choices
from public wage bill restraint
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Mix of growth and debt service costs is not sustainable
Low growth outlook risk accepted by social partners but combination of this and high costs for government to issue debt has implications…..
The ‘R-G’ problem……

• Currently low growth outlook but
high interest on debt
• Fiscal policy runs a substantial
deficit before interest costs (primary
balance)

Unsustainable

The maths
• NT target to stabilise debt
• GDP growth rate must be greater
than interest on debt in order to run
a deficit
• Otherwise a large surplus must be
run (significant shift from current
position)

• Boost growth

Optimal

• Cut interest costs on government
debt (through flattening the yield
curve)

• Try and find the best point with
most expenditure and lowest taxes

• Cut primary deficit significantly

• Growth boosting reforms
• Flatten the yield curve through
various measures including fiscal
commitments and transparency

The options
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Zero-based budgeting reinforces need for choices
To address the lack of balance between growth and debt service costs Treasury is pushing for zero based budgeting:
ZBB finally arrives?
• First introduced Emergency Budget June 2020

• Recent ZBB
Treasury

framework

document

from

• Being trialled this year with NT and DPE

This MTEF cycle is first round – but many
questions remain
• How is this different from ongoing expenditure
reviews (over 100 such reviews conducted in
recent years) from Public Finance division

• Wraps in more Nedlac feedback

• Where is NT capacity and bandwidth to
adequately deal with holistic ZBB?

• Centres cabinet’s role clearly in making choices
and ranking priorities

• What about department issues and moving
parts (eg, wage bill)?

• Institutionalises expenditure reviews
relationship between departments and NT

• Is cabinet actually ready to make difficult
choices? It wasn’t in the past. Where is its
overarching policy framework on such issues?

and

Need policy for trade offs to be
made – see Expenditure session
ZBB does not solve for fact
departments reach beyond the fiscal
constraint – change in culture
needed
Wider policy is divorced from idea of
a budget constraint

Business offers:
• Capacitation and resources to
make ZBB work
ZBB unlikely to make major short-run impact but
important to get framework settled and institutionalised
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Key
Solid starting point for fiscus supported by revenues
takeaways from mining but sentiment is fragile plus risk of
further covid waves
- Current
context
Hard choices still needed therefore anyway, in
particular to get away from situation of damaging
‘top-trimming of budgets
Need hunt for better balance of growth and lower
interest rates on government debt that allows more
spending in long run

Covid wave three:
• Lockdown impact limited at macro
level but still serious in terms of
impact on labour intensive
hospitality sector
• Risk is to fragile sentiment, delay
of restocking and of investment
plans

• Could trim GDP estimates by
0.4pp or so for month long
lockdown
• Impact again will be mostly on
informal sector, lower income
deciles etc

In MTEF ZBB however still needed albeit is only
starting point and wider shift in budget constraint
mindset needed across government – business can
offer support
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While the hippo’s jaws are closing, another
hippo is of concern
• Growth (G) is too low looking through the base
effects of the Covid-recovery from the 2020
recession
• Real interest rates (R) is too high given steep yield
curve and backed in historically high bond coupon
rates
• The gap between R and G should be negative
(growth more than the interest rate on government
debt) in order to run a primary deficit (ie, noninterest expenditure being high than revenues).

R (debt service costs) – G (growth) vs primary balance (%GDP)
for SA:
12
10

Foreca
st

Primary balance should always be
above ‘r-g’ line to stabilise then reduce
debt % GDP

8
6
4

More about
the “R-G”
problem

2
0
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Primary balance
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R (debt service costs) – G (growth) for SA:
Primary balance required to stabilise debt as % of GDP

• Otherwise a larger primary surplus must be run
the lower G is or the higher R is

Less spending
possible per year

• Debatable that medium-run growth will be much
higher than pre-Covid, nor that interest on
government debt will be lower
• As such a sizeable primary surplus must be run to
stabilise debt to GDP – currently primary
balance barely seen reaching zero through
end of MTEF
• Meaningful extra spending possible when R-G
problem is solved with right balance – some
ZAR120bn more here.

Additional
material –

Likely
outco
me?

Source: SARB

More spending
possible per year
Extra ZAR120bn
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R minus G for EM countries
(2021-2026 forecasts)

R and G plus forecast
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Distribution of outcomes for 137 countries primary balances
% of sample
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Additional
material
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Source: IMF
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Additional
material
Decline in corporate surplus
(Growth in surplus and tax)

Fiscal multipliers by year

Source: SARB
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Wave 3 and Level 4 lockdown:
Potential Economic Impact
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Subject to change as more information becomes available

Estimated GDP impact: 2020 and 2021
PwC utilised the government-induced lockdown levels, fiscal and monetary policy interventions, as well as other external shocks such as TERS payments (positive)
and Eskom load shedding (negative) to estimate the GDP impact for 2020. PwC then recalibrated our applied adjusted lockdown levels, based on those announced
2021, and determined three possible paths for the South African economy through 2021. Based on this methodology, we re-estimated and re-calibrated our 2020
figure to align with the official -7.0% 2020 and 2021 Q1 figures from Treasury and we expect the economy to grow by between 0.6% and 4.8% in 2021.
Monthly economic impact at each adjusted lockdown level (excl.
interventions)⟊
Adjusted
Level 4 level 4 Level 3

Level 3
lite

Level 2

Level 1 Recovery

5,0%

Lockdown level per scenario
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Base case

3

3
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1

1

1

3
lite

Adjusted
4

3
lite

1

1

1

1

Upside

3

3
lite

1

1

1

3
lite

3

2

1

R

R

R

Downside

3

3
lite

1

1

1

3
lite

4

3

2

2

1

1

0,02%
0,0%
-5,0%
-6,9%

-10,0%
-15,0%

-5,4%

-4,0%

-1,9%

-13,1%

-20,0%

-19,7%
-25,0%

*Indicating a shift in lockdown levels mid-month

GDP impacts: 2020 and 2021
Upside

2021 GDP impacts (from 2020 base)
Base

Downside

4.8%

2.7%

0.6%

-1.5%

-2.3%

-3.0%

-

-

-

Fiscal interventions

+0.8%

+0.5%

+0.2%

Monetary policy interventions

+1.2%

+1.2%

+1.2%

Impact before interventions

4.3%

3.3%

2.2%

2020 GDP impacts

Impact after interventions

-7.0%

Eskom load shedding
Temporary Employee Relief Scheme (TERS)

Source: PwC analysis ⟊ National Department of Health: COVID-19 Health Media Briefing Presentation, April 28rd 2020.
PwC
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How long before South Africa’s GDP returns to 2019 levels?
GDP GROWTH OUTLOOK (Y-O-Y % CHANGE)
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Source: SARB, StatsSA, PwC calculations
PwC
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How long before South Africa’s employment returns to 2019 levels?
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Based on 1.8%** labour force annual
average growth rate from 2011 to 2020

Years to return to pre COVID-19 levels
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* Note: The employment numbers are based on PwC’s estimation that for every 1% increase in GDP, jobs increase by 0.8% (2010 – 2020).
** Note: 2020 saw a -2.5% decrease from 2019’s labour force number – the first time since the previous recession in 2009.
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Budget Planning Dialogue :
The role of fiscal and monetary policy in
promoting the recovery
Fiscal sustainability and dependable monetary policy
are a public good to support business powering the recovery
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Now is not the time for macroeconomic adventurism
Global context is important

Domestic context is binding

• US Fed will start hiking rates

• SARS reacapacitation will take time – tax gap of
some ZAR200bn/year unlikely to be realised in
the MTEF – if it is ever possible

• Developed markets exiting from balance sheet
expansion/QE
• EM portfolio flows remain volatile
• Globally inflation is rising, especially in US and
developed markets
• Oil prices has risen in past year by 80%
• Signals more focus and volatility in Emerging
Markets like South Africa

Reality check:
• SARB is not going to do QE, indeed cannot –
tough fiscal choices still must be made
• Positive terms of trade shock supports
breathing room on fiscal clean up but is
temporary – still time to de-risk

• There is no room for tax hikes to generate
meaningful revenues – will be offset by weaker
sentiment and growth

• Economic reforms now moving (slowly) have
uncertain and only long-term positive impacts
– still is a short-term consolidation imperative

• Fiscal multipliers are around zero but can be
higher with the right expenditure mix (see next
session)
• SARB is independent and is not going to
unleash any kind of ‘magic money tree’ –
because it cannot

Index of key previous metals prices (USD)
800
Market
forecast

700
600

• Still need to reduce spend on debt service costs
• Better, more productive expenditure needed
regardless

Budget forecast

500

400
300
200
100
0
Jun-16

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

Jun-20
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Monetary policy conditions for QE don’t exist
Under what conditions
quantitative easing?

can

SARB

do

What conditions are present?

• Interest rates at the lower bound (zero)

• Interest rates are 3.5% not zero and the next move is a hike, according to the SARB

• Inflation is low or falling sharply below target

• Inflation is converging back to the centre of target – 5.2% in May then around 4.5%.

• Markets assess a high degree of confidence in
independence of central bank now and in the
future

• Markets do respect the high credibility of the SARB but still worry about long-term
political rumblings over independence and the use of the SARB to support politically
linked spending plans including on SOEs or non-bankable infrastructure

• Markets and ratings agencies see high efficacy
of spending by government and likely long-term
debt stabilisation/consolidation path

• Spending multipliers are zero and there is still substantial wasteful expenditure as
well as unsustainable SOE bailouts

• Currency is a reserve currency or stable with low
volatility

• The rand remains one of the most volatile in the world and would be easily spooked
by QE

• EMs that have done it have low debt, low deficits
starting off and low inflation.

• SA does not have low debt or deficits with worries from ratings agencies over longrun sustainability of debt

• Monetary policy is a key country asset that will aid the recovery by remaining independent, inflation focused
(flexibly over the long run)
• Large negative shock if this asset is ruined: harm sentiment, investment, asset prices and job creation

• Higher Inflation would damage the prospects of the poor the most requiring further future fiscal interventions
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Fiscal policy to allow business heavy lifting in recovery
Macro-fiscal stability is a positive public good…..
• Supports business decision making, sentiment, investment and job creation
• Allows more certainty for bond holders and better ratings which help flatten the yield curve (other detail to
achieve this in ‘additional material’)
Key aim:

• Reduces crowding out problem given limited stock of domestic savings

• Flatten the yield curve

• Credibility means predictability of taxes and spending – an understanding that spending is not wasted and
results in positive fiscal multiplier outcomes

• Make space for more, better spending in
targeted areas by state

• Realism means recognising constraints and not feeding policy uncertainty by trying to break these
constraints.

• Make space for more private sector
investment (reduce crowding out)

Part of broader package, cannot be viewed in isolation…
• Combines with Operation Vulindlela structure reforms, political reforms etc as well as credible monetary
policy. Virtuous cycle become possible after hard work first.
Underlying
structural
reforms turn
sentiment
and focus
companies
on
investment

Fiscal
restraint led
by wage
restraint
lowers
funding costs

SARB can
keep rates
lower for
longer

Low fiscal
multipliers
turn slowly,
infrastructure
etc deployed
through
private sector

State targets
spending
better after
ZBB

Banks and
investors
invest
heavily in
the recovery

Generates
large upside
in growth

Larger
economy
grows tax
base and
gains more
revenue to
feed more
spending
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Targeting more with less
Debt is on an unsustainable path – “R-G” problem must be dealt with….
• Right balance between interest costs, growth and primary balance must be found.

2
0

• Reforms (OV etc) will take time to boost growth, whilst credibility of path will take time to reduce debt
service costs (in part given long tenor of debt and slow pace of roll over)

-2

• Bond buyers (foreign and local), IMF and ratings agencies sceptical given missed fiscal targets

-6

• Slow and partial consolidation between below-outs in debt that are never properly corrected for

Primary balance %GDP

-4

-8

Budget 20

E-Budget

MTBPS 20

Budget 21

Possible

-10

• NT must lay out clear primary fiscal surplus target for 1-2 years beyond MTEF
• The faster growth boosting reforms happen and that the yield curve flattens (both uncertain) – the
faster a shift towards more spending and lower primary surplus or even small primary deficit become
possible.
• Important signal to save fiscal space for future shocks (pandemics, SOE problems etc)
• Clear target required of achieving upgrades from ratings agencies within MTEF
• Would be positive for business sentiment and help in medium run with business funding costs

Treasury target of stabilising debt at around 90% of GDP implies a primary fiscal
surplus somewhere but beyond horizon – more explicit targets and forecasts needed

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27

Key asks:
• Cabinet must publish key ‘fiscal drivers’
white paper each year encapsulating macrofiscal strategy – does not currently exist and
must be ‘guessed’ by observers.
• Detail what primary balance and debt targets
consistent with credible growth outlook are
• Fiscal sustainability must be ‘whole of
government’ undertaking driven and
implemented by Treasury
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A flatter yield curve will boost the recovery
Huge macroeconomic consequences of yield
curve shape on economy and businesses too
often overlooked

Massive additional borrowing need of state and
private sector coming from infrastructure
programme

• Steeply upward sloping yield curve crowds out bank
lending and private investment by making it more
attractive to sit in government bonds than lend to
businesses.

• Around ZAR160bn/year needed in coming decade,
including from REIPPP, private embedded and
wheeled generation investments as well as
ISA/Infrastructure fund. This new money will have to
be cheaper and more readily available – easier with
flatter yield curve.

• Yield curve still at record high levels of steepness.

• Private savings are not getting bigger – gross
savings in real terms likely flat around
ZAR750bn/year.

Example:
• Flattening the yield curve by a further
2.5% (lower 30 year bonds)
• Saving in debt service costs to
businesses of ZAR35bn/year
• Improved investment, sentiment and
jobs outcomes result

Business asks:
• Need a greater discussion of the debt
management strategy that NT undertakes and
whether it is optimal
• Solve Eskom debt problem quickly – publish
an ‘Eskom financial roadmap’ towards
deleveraging (remove sovereign debt
uncertainty)

SA govt bonds yield curve
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Key
takeaways
- The role
of fiscal
and
monetary
policy in
promoting
the
recovery

Global backdrop is less supportive than domestic
one and removes space for adventurism

Monetary policy will not shift given independent
SARB but also the conditions don’t exist for QE

Need to consider fiscal credibility, predictability and
transparency are public good that supports recovery
– can with growth reforms create virtuous cycle
Key concept that a flatter yield curve will help banks
and investors support the recovery more
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How to generate a lower government borrowing costs
Minimal/zero cost strategy
• “De-risking” must be mantra

Additional
material

• Be prepared to adjust intra-year bond issuance levels and not wait till next budget event
• Publish government cabinet-level fiscal white paper
• Publish a transparent NT cash strategy – how will additional cash be utilised to reduce redemption risk in coming years
(including the split of the R186 bonds)
• Publish a detailed ‘Eskom Finance Roadmap’ that transparently and credibly lays out Eskom’s financial path and debt
carrying capacity based on realist tariff assumptions, decommissioning schedule (given carbon commitments and
ERA s2 liberalisation etc), cost of debt etc.
• Detail how Eskom’s balance sheet will be deleveraged while taking advantage of Eskom debt redemption schedule to
reduce perceived actual risk and uncertainty from sovereign debt markets. Eskom NEDLAC compact paves way.

• Publish new sovereign guarantee strategy agreed by cabinet end-2020 and with it a probability adjusted view on when and
how guarantees may be called. Show market likely risk scenarios. Show how guarantees with low probability of being called
can be utilised to support infrastructure and PPPs.
• Map credible modalities and timeline for phasing out of IPP guarantees as Eskom ITSMO is spun out.
• Provide clarity on RAF liabilities issue

• Provide clarity on fixing other SOEs – especially Denel and show final accounts of what is owed by state to SAA.
• Move faster in setting up sovereign green bond curve. Target fiscal Q1 2022/23.
• Fiscal rule (imperfect but important signalling and credibility test) – a procedural rather than numerical rule?
• Cannot rely on “Treasury knows best” to avoid a fiscal rule through all political cycles?
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Foreigner and local banks holdings of SA govt debt
• Clear downward path in holdings started from end-2018 and
accelerated with downgrades before Covid.
• Currently at 30.5% vs peak of 42.8%
• Local banks’ holdings were broadly flat over history and then
jumped as foreigners left and Covid hit

Additional
material

Share of holdings of SA Govt Bonds
45%
40%
35%

Non-residents
Banks

30%
Downgrades

25%
20%
15%

• Sit near historical highs of 22.9% of outstarting bonds vs
historical average of 16%.
• Money sitting in bonds rather than landing into economy
given lack of credit demand and yield curve steepness.

10%
COVID

5%
0%
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Government bonds redemption profile

SA govt redemption profile
• Approximately ZAR460bn in interest and principal needed from
government and guaranteed entities in each of this and next
two calendar years.
• Markets still focused on redemption of 2023 SAGB bond
(ZAR110.6bn)
• Need to be able to issue longer cheaper as optimal solution
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Principal

Interest
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Stylised view of SARB balance sheet led growth – jump to growth scenario that is often implied:

Borrow
more (with
prescribed
assets,
financial
repression,
capital
controls)

SARB
provides
additional
and
cheaper
financing

Reality more likely to be much
more destructive as sentiment
is eroded…

Higher
taxes on
top
incomes,
wealth and
companies

Generates
large
upside in
growth

Market debt
and revenue
space
exhausted

Funding
restraint (gets
worse)
Loss of fiscal
credibility

Growth
worse,
private sector
job creation
worse

Belief in
large fiscal
multipliers

Larger
economy
grows tax
base and
gains more
revenue to
feed more
spending

Additional
material

Attempt to
breach gap –
SARB prints
more

Increasing in
funding costs
(crowds out
other
spending)

SARB makes
larger and
larger losses
on balance
sheet

Loss of SARB
credibility

Inflation,
currency crisis
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Budget Planning Dialogue :
Expenditure trade-offs and improving efficiency
Time for a productivity focused rethink as
government and business partner for fiscal sustainability
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Rethink expenditure framework and state vs business
Reality check
• The SARB is not coming ‘to the rescue’, no free lunch
• Revenue options are exceptionally limited – additional
expenditure requiring more taxes which won’t work
• Reforms will take time to boost growth
• Debt service costs can be reduced (see last section) but
takes time and helped with expenditure action.
• Only option is tough choices on expenditure – no ‘simple’
place to ‘cut the fat’

Remove areas of expenditure better undertaken by PPPs or private service
provision (with guarantees and appropriate risk sharing etc)
Prioritise by alleviation of poverty filter first (sift by
asset creation, then income creation for households)

Then prioritise by long-term jobs growth impact (first
and second order impacts – not just during
construction)

Look at areas that are whole economy outcome
enabling rather than input coordinating

Wind down SOE spending as fast as possible

SA share of income distribution

Taking a developmental lens on
budgeting is a useful starting point but
quickly runs into roadblocks:

Need to step back
• ZBB important but will not make required broad changes
fast enough
• Need to establish expenditure policy and balancing of
priorities first before ZBB layered on top
• What exactly is expenditure meant to do and not do?
How do we apply this lens?

Shift guarantees
towards upper
income deciles

Quickly accumulates countless
spending priorities
• Has to recognise funding binding
constraints – policy making needs to be
built around this

Shift spending
towards lower
income deciles

• Still challenging ranking and sorting
priorities within constraint
29
Source: IMF

Do fewer things better
Make cuts…

To spend more…

• Launch productivity reviews into public sector
employees as suggested in BUSA report
(November 2020)

On lower-income deciles

• Tide over nominal wage restraint into new outer
year of MTEF – more attrition and early retirement
options

• Push more infrastructure off-balance sheet
• Stop doing things state doesn’t have capacity for –
eg NHI (which business supports) must be
appropriately calibrated
• Commit to dispose of non-essential SOEs within 24
months

• Increase spending on improved quality housing
• Transition Presidential Employment Stimulus into
better-paid, longer-term training posts (currently
part time and for short tenure)

• Large increase in allocations to employment tax
incentives to tackle unemployment (currently only
2% of tax expenditure spending)
• Ensure an inflation lock on grant uplift
• Push down various service delivery components to
well capacitated metros

• Eskom debt swap to sovereign will allow lower
bailouts (but offset by higher debt service costs)
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Business can do more

Business asks:
Business to take more load:
• Infrastructure (from private patient capital)

• Publish at each budget and MTBPS a
breakdown of impact of all policy measures on
each income decile

• Low cost house building and financing

• Publish all expenditure reviews

• Market-based funding of tertiary education/loans

• Launch productivity review lens on wage bill

• Education vouchers for private fixed cost education
provision from ECD to matric

• Accelerate PPP s16 review within NT

• Ultra-low cost medical aids
• Skills and capacity support into municipalities near
business sites

Business offers:
• Explore and research areas to take pressure
off fiscal on expenditure
• Offer TAMDEV resources to help capacitate
expenditure and productivity reviews
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Business can help in two key areas

Municipality support
Key overlooked part of Minister Mboweni’s
Budget speech February 2021:
“We must encourage collaboration and partnerships between municipal
councils, labour, communities and the private sector around the
principles of shared risk and shared reward. There needs to be a
transition to smart local government and innovation.”
Business can (where they are based in weak/failing municipalities) –
• Work with social partners in local communities to highlight the needs
of various constituencies that are not being addressed by the
municipality
• Work with NT, province and COGTA but ultimately the municipality to
provide formal and informal advice, expertise and capacitation

Employment Tax Incentives
• In ERRP social partners commit to an employment led recovery, yet
only 2% of tax expenditure is for ETI.
• Clear need for a recovery that is a balance of capital and labour
intensive in this recovery unlikely previous ones.
• The cost and risk of transitioning from the Presidential Employment
Stimulus programme or YES into full time employment can be
mitigated by ETI.
• More tax expenditure on ETI would support businesses making
marginal and hard decisions in the recovery

• Eg rolling out billing systems or other process based technologies to
allow municipalities to perform their functions
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Key
takeaways Expenditure
trade-offs
and
improving
efficiency

Expenditure priorities need to consider doing more,
better in public sector and transfer more weight to
private sector heavy lifting
State should focus on quality service provision of
social wage and related issues to lower income
deciles
More transparency on expenditure reviews needed
and business can provide support and capacitation
to enable rejigging of expenditure
Business is able to take slack in whole host of areas
especially including infrastructure but also low cost
social services provisions like health and education

Covid wave three:
• Contingency reserve of ZAR12bn
can absorb most vaccine and
hospital spending, some
reprioritisation required at MTBPS
• TERS resumption (targeted to
hospitality is key ask) cost approx
ZAR3.0bn per month (zero cost on
balance sheet – UIF has the
liquidity)
• Can be supported with SARS
flexibility intra-tax year (zero cost)
• Banks will offer forbearance
themselves in usual way as in first
two waves
[Need to build programmes now
given fourth wave likely too]
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Wider expenditure problems on the horizon –
Risks are mounting that private sector savings and investment stocks and flows are disrupted due to several policy areas
which will drive poor sentiment and worse economic outcomes.

Additional
material

• NHI – Blanket system beyond capacity can be disruptive, allow co-funding, promote managed competition rather than single
purchaser, full transparency on costs required, NT funding paper still not public.
• BIG – Unaffordable and conflicts with promotion of jobs-intensive growth, yet also from a humanitarian perspective a safety
net is clearly needed, where spending is wider but imperfect in distribution. Must come from dividends of faster underlying
growth, not more tax on narrow tax base. Boosting assets of poor better still than BIG (eg, reform National Credit Act to
promote more informal sector and start-up SMME lending).
• National Social Security Fund – Complex design issues and affordability of any new taxes to fund – considerable
additional work required first. PAYE methods not just on future young; don’t support investment funding/growth.
• Higher education funding – NEDLAC working further on this area but current situation sees unsustainable expenditure
that is not optimal from redistributive point of view. Historic promises better delivered by private funding.
• RAF – Accounting changes don’t solve underlying ‘true’ liability problem. Consensus among social partners still needed on
how to deal with this – NT needs to be transparent on true costs

Can social partners reimagine procurement?
• Can social partners agree on a new framework? NEDLAC can procure research with business capacitation to explore.
• Idea – Shift to total budget view rather than each individual transaction needing to be empowered. Departments set 20%
budget of BEE subsidy, all bids compete on price and then procurement, which show strong credible empowerment and
economic development outcomes can have subsidy applied.

• Promotes transparency of costs, better monitoring and evaluation and efficacy.
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Tax expenditures (rebates etc) remains crucial
as economy recovers
• Tax expenditures currently hugely skewed to upper
income deciles
• Tiny share for incentives for labour intensive recovery
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Additional
material

Share of total tax expenditure spending (%)
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Expenditure cuts long baked in from three years ago still coming through
• A need to reassess as part of ZBB with right expenditure prioritisation lens?
Underlying expenditure cuts (ex DSC) plus compensation budget cuts from Budget 2019 to present
(ZARbn and %GDP)
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Productivity reviews for public sector wage bill (BUSA 2020 report)
We believe that a key proposal should be that government embark on a process of rigorous productivity reviews in
all its main functions, each aimed at assisting to find mechanisms to raise output significantly within existing budget
constraints. The method would be modelled along the lines of the value-chain analyses that underpin B4SA’s
economic recovery strategy.

Additional
material

Because this is the public service, the work would be somewhat more politicised and, ideally, organised labour
would be a willing partner in the endeavour. The private sector could support capacitation. Doing this would
involve a number of steps, each of which has its own complications:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Define the goals of specific programmes in terms that are both rigorous and quantifiable.
Determine the quantum of resources used in delivering the services and how these have
changed over time.
Rigorously measure outputs and (ideally) how these have changed.
Assess when/where/why productivity is below desired levels.
Develop proposed solutions.
Implement and measure effects.

None of these steps is easy because there are deep-rooted institutional interests seeking to define the goals of
public services in particular ways. We believe that far too little effort is being put into addressing what we believe is
a profound productivity slowdown in government, and that even those who would like to improve the quality of
governance (the National Treasury, the A-G, the Presidency) have become hostage to existing approaches that
fail to deliver the data, analysis and recommendations that they need to make progress. It would be useful to field
test the approach, and we would suggest that a first round of reviews be targeted on a manageable number of
services, preferably ones that are at least somewhat amenable to the process and in which business might have
some comparative advantage in providing insight. These might include:
•
•
•
•
•

Expenditure on roads construction and maintenance
Improving revenue estimation and collection by municipalities
Cleaning up procurement processes
Hospital management
Time and attendance management in schools
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Budget Planning Dialogue :
Revenue collection & tax policy
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Revenue collection
•

•

Recapacitation of SARS is fully supported
•

Skills and technology crucial to closing tax gap

•

SAICA MOU

•

SARS needs to become technology and data centric

Focus should be on closing the tax gap and improving compliance (tax gap may be greater than
R200bn)

•

Illicit trade and corruption

•

Customs fraud

•

HNWI

•

Informal and cash economy

•

Closely held business

•

BEPS
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Tax policy - Level of taxation
•

Level of taxation high by international standards, especially for a middle income country

•

No room for raising additional taxes and increasing tax:GDP ratio, implying existential deficits in
funding new programmes such as NHI, comprehensive social security

•

Growth, leading to additional tax revenues, the only way to expand social spending
Gross consolidated tax revenues:GDP
29,0%
28,0%
27,0%
26,0%
25,0%

Gross consolidated tax revenues:GDP

24,0%
23,0%
22,0%
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•
•
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Denmark
New Zealand
Australia
Canada
Sweden
South Africa
Switzerland
Germany
Namibia
Lesotho
France
Cook Islands
Cuba
Seychelles
Japan
Spain
Korea
Greece
Liechtenstein
Malaysia
Tokelau
Eswatini
Guyana
Botswana
Uruguay
Chile
Papua New Guinea
Egypt
Brazil
Slovak Republic
Latvia
Rwanda
Cabo Verde
Colombia
Mongolia
Bhutan
Africa (26)
LAC
Thailand
Samoa
Bulgaria
Ghana
Argentina
Ecuador
Costa Rica
Senegal
Burkina Faso
Panama
Dominican Republic
Togo
Guatemala
DRC
Congo
Niger
Antigua and Barbuda
Bahamas

Tax policy - Level of taxation
Not only is SA’s overall tax burden relatively high
But SA has one of the highest tax burdens globally on income & profits
Taxes on income & profits, % of GDP
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Tax policy – Level of taxation
•

SA’s CIT and PIT rates (and tax:GDP ratios) are relatively high by global standards

•

The tax mix has shifted over the last decade to a significantly greater reliance on income
taxes

•

Income taxes are the least economically efficient taxes, having a greater negative impact on
economic growth than other taxes

•

SA’s tax system is now less growth friendly than a decade ago
Tax:GDP ratios
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Tax policy- Growth friendly reform
•

Reform is required to make the tax system more supportive of economic growth and job
creation

•

A broadening of the income tax base accompanied by a reduction in income tax rates would
be conducive to economic growth

•

The tax base should be broadened by:

•

•

narrowing the tax gap;

•

improving compliance levels;

•

base broadening tax reforms (e.g. eliminating ineffective incentives)

As the tax is broadened, the additional revenues should be partly used to reduce income taxes
to create a friendlier economic growth environment
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Tax policy - Growth friendly reform
•

We support the current approach of Treasury to reduce the CIT rate on a revenue neutral
basis while broadening the tax base, including the review and elimination of ineffective and
costly incentives

•

Ideally the tax rate should be reduced to 25% over the next two years as part of this process

•

However, it is crucial that PIT rates also be reduced in the medium to longer term as the tax
base is broadened
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